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Abstract: Sparse representation based classification (SRC) successfully addresses the
problem of face recognition under various illumination and occlusion conditions, if
sufficient training images are given. This paper discusses the significance of dictio-
nary in sparse coding based face recognition. We primarily address the problem of
sufficiency of training data in various illumination conditions. The dictionary is gener-
ated using a lower dimensional representation of image, which emphasizes the subject
specific unique information of the face image. This representation is called weighted
decomposition (WD) face image, because it attempts to give more weightage to unique
information of face image. The effect of illumination in computation of WD face im-
age is reduced using edginess based representation of image, which is derived using
one-dimensional (1-D) processing of image. 1-D processing provides multiple partial
evidences, which are combined to enhance the face recognition performance. The ex-
perimental results suggest that the proposed approach addresses the issue of sufficiency
of training data efficiently.

1 Introduction

Automatic face recognition remains as one of the challenging problems in pattern recog-

nition due to large variations in illumination, pose and expressions during image acquisi-

tion [GBMK11,BCF06]. In recent years sparse coding has been widely studied in different

applications of pattern recognition including face recognition [WMM+10, DHG12]. The

experimental results show that the sparse coding based face recognition performs better

than most of the existing approaches of face recognition such as Nearest Neighbor (NN),

Nearest Subspace (NS) and Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers [WYG+09].

In sparse coding based face recognition a face image y ∈ Rm of ith person is represented as

the linear combination of the training face images associated with the same person. That

is

y =

ni
∑

j=1

ai, jvi, j, (1)
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where vi, j ∈ Rm is the jth training face image of ith person and corresponding coefficient is

denoted by ai, j. Equation 1 can be rewritten as

y = Da, (2)

where D = [D1, . . . ,Dk], also known as the dictionary, denotes the training face images of

all the k persons (available in the database). Di = [vi,n1
, vi,n2
, . . . , vi,ni

] denotes all the train-

ing face images of ith person and total number of training face images of the same person is

denoted by ni. The coefficient vector is denoted using a = [0, . . . , ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ai,ni
, 0, . . . , 0] ∈

R
n. Where n refers to total number of training face images, i.e., n =

∑k
i=1 ni. For a given

y and D, several approaches have been proposed in the literature to compute coefficient

vector a using sparse coding approximation [CRT06,TG07,KKL+07]. In practice, the co-

efficients that correspond to the false class in Equation 2 will be relatively small (close to

zero) as compared to the coefficients that correspond to true class. Hence, the identity of a

given test face image can be computed using the derived coefficient vector a.

One of the necessary conditions for working on sparse coding based face recognition is

under-determined condition of matrix (D), i.e., the number of columns should be more

than number of rows [Don06]. Thus, if we use gray level representation of 30 × 30 face

image, then we need at least 900 training face images, which is a difficult criterion to

satisfy in practical face recognition. This issue is addressed by using transformed face

image as

ŷ = Ty, (3)

where ŷ is lower dimensional representation of original face image y and T is a trans-

form operator. Several operators are proposed in the literature such as down-sampling,

K-L transform operator, discrete cosine transform (DCT) etc. [TP91, AGRA08]. Refer-

ence [WYG+09] shows that the performance of the face recognition using random matrix

as transform operator is comparable to any other operator. As discussed in the literature,

the K-L transform [TP91] (where transform operator consists of eigenvectors correspond-

ing to few largest eigenvalues) does not emphasize the class specific unique information

of face image, which is very important in the case of face recognition.

In this work we propose the use of a representation which emphasizes the subject spe-

cific unique information from face image to form dictionary for sparse coding based face

recognition. In addition, edginess based representation is used to overcome the issue of il-

lumination sensitivity [SYK07]. The edginess based representation is computed using one

dimensional (1-D) processing of images, which gives multiple partial evidences for a given

face image [SYK07]. Each evidence is used separately in sparse coding based recognition,

and combined suitably to improve the performance of the face recognition. The experi-

mental results demonstrated on Extended Yale Face Database B [GBK01] quantify our

proposal. The cropped version of Extended Yale Face Database B contains 2432 images

of 38 human subjects under 64 illumination conditions [LHK05]. All images are resized

to 100 × 100 prior to any operation.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 explains the use of subject specific

unique representation for sparse coding based face recognition. The dictionary is further
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modified by incorporating edginess based representation, which is explained in Section 3.

The comparison of different representation schemes is discussed in Section 4. Section 5

gives the summary of the proposed approach.

2 Dictionary Using Subject Specific Unique Information

In any task that involves sparse coding approach, dictionary plays a significant role in

performance of the task. As mentioned earlier in sparse coding based face recognition,

transformed face images derived from Equation 3 can be used to form dictionary. Fig-

ure 1 shows the transformed face images using operators as down-sampling matrix and

random matrix. These images are called Down-Sampling face (DS Face) and Randomface

respectively. Here, we used the image down-sampled to 15×12 and random matrix of size

350 × m (Note that the image of size
√

m ×
√

m is converted to a vector of m × 1 prior

to projecting in to the random matrix) as transform operators. The results show that the

transformed images do not contain much person specific unique information, which could

play crucial role in discriminating face images of two persons. The subject specific unique

information can be emphasized using a representation as explained in [KSY09]. In this

approach, a given face image is divided into three components- a common component,

noise component and a component which gives subject specific unique feature of the face

image. These three components are shown in Figure 2 . These components are computed

using different eigenvectors which are derived from covariance matrix of several face im-

ages. The eigenvectors are arranged according to the descending order of corresponding

eigenvalues. Figure 2(b) shows the reconstruction of Figure 2(a) using first 10 eigen vec-

tors. Similarly Figure 2(c) and 2(d) are reconstructed using 11-350 eigenvectors and

351-10000 eigenvectors respectively. The eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigen-

values give information common to all the training samples. On the other hand, the noise

or unwanted information is present in the eigenvectors corresponding to small eigenvalues.

The unique information of a face image can be highlighted by removing the common and

noisy components of the given face image. It can be observed from Figure 1 and 2 that

the transformed face image shown in Figure 2(c) has perceptually more discriminating in-

formation as compared to Figures 1(b) and 1(c). Thus, the following transform operator

is used to emphasize the class specific unique information of the given image vi. That is

vd
i =WΨT vi, (4)

where W = diag

{

1√
λ1
, 1√
λ2
, . . . , 1√

λN

}

is the weight matrix, (λ1, λ2, . . . , λN) are the eigen-

values corresponding to the eigenvectors, Ψ is the matrix consisting of eigenvectors. This

transformed face image obtained from Equation 4 is denoted as WD Face (Weighted De-

composition of Face, vd
i
) and is used to form the dictionary.

The results of face recognition obtained using different choice of dictionaries for different

sets of training face images of Extended Yale Face Database B are shown in Figure 3.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: (a) Gray level image, (b) DS Face of Figure 1(a) - Face images down-sampled to 15 × 12,
(c) Randomface of Figure 1(a) - Face images projected to a normalized random matrix of size 350×
10000.

(b) (c) (d)(a)

Figure 2: Illustration of subject specific unique information derived using eigen decomposition.
(a) Gray level image. The reconstructed face image using (b) first 10 eigenvectors, (c) 11-350
eigenvectors, (d) 351-10000 eigenvectors.
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Table 1: Sparse Coding Based Face Recognition

Algorithm for sparse coding based face recognition

Step1: Initialize training images as column vectors of dictionary D ∈ Rm×n

for k subjects, test image y ∈ Rm as a column vector, transform operator T ∈ Rr×m,

threshold ε

Step2: Normalize y and columns of D to unit length

Step3: Transform ŷ = Ty and D̂ = TD

Step4: Solve min ‖a‖1 subject to ‖ŷ − D̂a‖2 ≤ ε

Step5: Compute residual ri(y) = ‖ŷ − D̂δi(a)‖2 for i = 1, 2, ...k , where δi(a) ∈ Rn is

a vector whose non zero entries are the entries in a that associated with class i

I(y) = arg min
i

ri(y), where I(y) is the identity of the given test image y

Experiments were conducted using five sets of training face images consisting of 1216 (32

face images per person), 570 (15 images per person), 380 (10 images per person), and 190

(5 images per person) face images. The algorithm for sparse coding based face recognition

is given in Table 1. The results are compared using four choices of transform operators:

DS (Down-sampled face image), randomface, eigenface and WD face (Equation 4). The

size of transform operator is chosen in such a way that the dimension of transformed

face image is 350, thus the condition of under determined matrix can be realized. This

parameter is changed to 185 in the case of 190 training face images. The discrimination

ability of WD face representation can be seen from Figure 3 for a different set of training

face images.

In addition, as the number of training samples per class is decreased, the reduction in

performance of WD based face representation is much less as compared to the other three

representations.

3 Dictionary Using Edginess Based Representation

The transformed face image, which emphasizes the subject specific unique information, is

computed using gray level values of the image. It is conjectured that gray level values of an

image are sensitive to illumination variations. This issue can be addressed by using a rep-

resentation that is less sensitive to illumination variations such as, Gabor feature [VS06],

Haar transform based feature [PLY+09] and edginess based representations [SYK07]. In

this work, we have explored edginess based representation to compute the subject specific

unique information of a given face image. The edginess based representation is computed

using one dimensional (1-D) processing of image, which gives the edge evidences along

different directions [SYK07]. Figure 4 shows the edge evidences for a given face im-

age, for four different directions θ = 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦. The WD transformed image

(Equation 4) for each partial evidence is computed separately and is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 3: Face recognition performance for different methods as a function of number of training
samples per class

(a) (b) (c) (e)(d)

Figure 4: (a) Gray level image. Edginess based representation of face images shown in Figure 4(a)
using (b) θ = 0◦,(c) θ = 45◦, (d) θ = 90◦ and (e) θ = 135◦.
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(a) (b) (e)(d)(c)

Figure 5: (a) Gray level image. Weighted decomposition of edginess based face representation using
11-350 eigen components and (b) θ = 0◦ (c) θ = 45◦ (d) θ = 90◦ (e) θ = 135◦.
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Figure 6: Face recognition performance of WD edginess based representation as a function of num-
ber of training samples per class
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Figure 7: Combined effect of partial evidence residuals for discrimination

Each evidence gives different information of face image; and hence, is used separately for

sparse coding based face recognition. The experiments were repeated as explained in the

previous section for different sets of training face images using transformed face images

of each partial evidence. Figure 6 compares the performance of face recognition for all

the partial evidences. The recognition rates obtained using evidences for the directions

θ = 90◦, 135◦ are better than θ = 0◦, 45◦ since the processing along these directions results

in representations which emphasize more facial features. One can also observe that each

evidence gives the complimentary information of given face image. Thus the performance

can be improved further by combining the residual error obtained from each partial evi-

dence. Let rθ
i

denote the residual error obtained using edge evidence along θ direction of

face image y in algorithm mentioned in Table I. The residual errors for different values of

θ are combined as follows

Pi(y) =















∑

θ

(

rθi (y)
)q















1
q

(5)

For i = 1, 2..., k where k is the number of classes, θ ∈ [0, 45, 90, 135] and q is a constant

parameter. The identity of the person can be established as

I(y) = arg min
i

Pi (6)
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Figure 8: Comparison of face recognition performance between different face representation
schemes and combined effect of partial evidences.

If we choose a very high value of q (q ( 1), then the weightage to larger residuals (among

the residuals for different θ ) will be high in the combined evidences, which is not desirable

in the proposed approach, because the combined evidences should be small for true class

and high for imposter classes. On the other hand, for very small value of q, the weightage

to smaller residuals will be high and combined residual value will become low for true

class and high for imposter classes. We experimentally found that q = 0.2 gives the best

performance for all sizes of dictionary. From Figure 6 we can observe that combining in-

formation obtained from all the partial evidences and classifying according to Equation 6

outperforms the recognition rates obtained by the edginess representation along individual

evidence. This is because, by combining the residuals obtained for each partial evidence,

we are projecting the face images to a higher dimensional space and ascertaining higher

degree of freedom, where true class can be discriminated from imposter classes easily.

This is depicted in Figure 7 for the dictionary of 1216 training images. In this figure, we

have shown the results using only three partial evidences (θ = 0◦, 45◦ and , 90◦) for visual-

ization purpose. Here, a face image can be represented as a point in the three dimensional

space spanned by the residuals along three different direction of partial evidence. We can

observe that true class lies around origin and can be easily discriminated from imposter

classes.
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Figure 9: Sparse coefficient vector a for a given face image obtained using (a) DS Face, (b) Ran-
domface, (c) Eigenface, (d) WD Fce and (e) Partial evidence (for θ = 90◦).
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4 Comparison of Results

Figure 8 compares the recognition rates obtained by different face representation schemes

as discussed previously and the combined effect of partial evidences. Recognition using

Equation 5 yields better results when the training set is very small since edginess repre-

sentation provides relatively less illumination variant representation and combined effect

of partial evidences compliments this with better discrimination ability. Moreover, we can

compare the sparse coefficient vector a obtained for different face representation schemes

as discussed in this paper. The sparse coefficients for a particular test image from class 1

for different choice of dictionary are shown in Figure 9. The x-axis stands for each person

in the dictionary and y-axis indicates the value of the sparse coefficient vector a for the

corresponding person. It can be observed from the Figure 8 that edginess representation

of face images gives highly sparse coefficients as compared to the other representation

schemes.

5 Summary

In this paper, we have discussed the significance of dictionary in sparse coding based

face recognition. The issue of sufficiency in training set was addressed using weighted

decomposition representation of face images (WD Face). The weights were given in a

manner which reflects the person specific unique information in the resulting representa-

tion. In order to avoid the illumination sensitivity of the gray scale images, edginess based

representations are used. These representations were found to be highly subject specific

and illumination invariant. When these representations are implemented, sparse coding

based face recognition performs well even when number of training samples is reduced

drastically. By combining the residuals obtained from these partial evidences, a better

discrimination measure between true and impostor class was obtained, which further im-

proves the performance. Experimental results indicate that with suitable representation of

training images (dictionary), sparse coding based face representation can address the issue

of illumination and sufficiency of training images.
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